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Topological insulators are fascinating states of matter exhibiting protected edge states and robust
quantized features in their bulk. Here, we propose and validate experimentally a method to detect
topological properties in the bulk of one-dimensional chiral systems. We first introduce the mean
chiral displacement, an observable that rapidly approaches a value proportional to the Zak phase
during the free evolution of the system. Then we measure the Zak phase in a photonic quantum walk
of twisted photons, by observing the mean chiral displacement in its bulk. Next, we measure the
Zak phase in an alternative, inequivalent timeframe, and combine the two windings to characterize
the full phase diagram of this Floquet system. Finally, we prove the robustness of the measure
by introducing dynamical disorder in the system. This detection method is extremely general,
and readily applicable to all present one-dimensional platforms simulating static or Floquet chiral
systems.
INTRODUCTION
Topological phases of matter escape the canonical
characterization of states dictated by the Ginzburg-
Landau theory of phase transitions. These phases emerge
without breaking symmetries and are not characterized
by a long-range order nor a local order parameter, but
rather by a global topological order. Historically, topol-
ogy was first proven to have a key role in explaining alge-
braically decaying order, transport and coherence of two-
dimensional Bose liquids, XY-models and crystals [1].
Shortly after, the quantization of Hall conductance [2]
was shown to be rooted in current-carrying edge states,
protected by the topology of the bulk [3–5]. Being associ-
ated to a global order, these phases are robust against lo-
cal perturbations and promise important applications in
metrology, spintronics, and quantum computation (see,
e.g., Refs. [6–8]).
Intense studies [9] followed the early discoveries, and
topological insulators have by now been engineered in a
variety of physical architectures, such as superconducting
[10], mechanical [11], optomechanical [12], photonic [13],
atomic [14] and acoustic platforms [15]. Such diverse sys-
tems have been exposed to either real or synthetic mag-
netic fields, and their topological properties have been
studied by scattering at the interface between different
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domains [15, 16], or imaging edge states [17–26]. Direct
detection of topological invariants in the bulk of the sys-
tem (with no need of edges) has been reported so far by
very few experiments [27–29].
Topological insulators are classified in terms of dimen-
sionality and discrete symmetries [30]. One-dimensional
(1D) systems with chiral symmetry are characterized by
the Zak phase, i.e., the Berry phase accumulated by an
eigenstate during its parallel transport through the whole
Brillouin zone [31]. The Zak phase is closely related to
the electric polarization in solids and plays a key role in
the modern theory of insulators [32, 33].
Periodically driven (Floquet) systems are attracting an
increasing interest, as these show richer topological fea-
tures than their static counterparts [17, 24–26, 34–44].
Particularly promising Floquet topological systems are
discrete-time Quantum Walks (QWs) [16, 17, 29, 45–47],
and recent works have reported the observation of topo-
logical invariants [16, 29], quantum phase transitions [46]
and edge states [17] in these systems. In its simplest
version, a QW is the discrete time evolution of a parti-
cle (the walker) on a 1D lattice [48]. At each step, the
walker moves to neighbouring sites, with the direction of
the shift depending on the state of an internal two-level
degree of freedom (the coin). Between consecutive steps,
a rotation modifies the coin state, univoquely determin-
ing the following evolution.
Here we demonstrate that, in chiral 1D static and Flo-
quet systems with spin 1/2 (i.e., a two-state coin), the
mean chiral displacement of a particle’s wavepacket be-
comes quantized and proportional to the Zak phase in the
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FIG. 1. Zak phase detection through the mean chiral displacement. (a) Sketch of the setup implementing the protocol
U = Q ·W . A light beam, exiting a single mode fiber depicted on the left, performs a QW by propagating through a sequence
of quarter-wave plates (purple disks) and q-plates (turquoise disks). (b) The unit vector n(k) winds either 1 or 0 times
around the chiral axis, as k traverses the whole Brillouin zone, depending on the value of the optical retardation δ. (c) Mean
chiral displacement C after a 7-steps QW of protocol U , vs. the optical retardation δ. Each datapoint is an average over ten
different measurements (error bars are the associated standard errors). Purple and red dots refer, respectively, to different
input polarizations, |L〉 and (|L〉 + |R〉)/√2. The lines represent the function SΓ(t) given in equation (7), for different values
of the time t. In the long time limit, SΓ(t) converges to (a multiple of) the Zak phase γ of protocol U .
long time limit. Remarkably, this occurs during the free
evolution of the system, in absence of any external force
or loss mechanism, with the only requirement that the
initial wavefunction is localized. We validate experimen-
tally this finding in a photonic discrete-time QW based
on the orbital angular momentum of a light beam. We
implement the same QW in a shifted inequivalent time-
frame and measure a second Zak phase. Combining the
two windings we extract the complete set of topological
invariants characterizing the system. Finally, we prove
the robustness of our detection by adding dynamical dis-
order.
These measurements provide therefore a bulk measure-
ment of the Zak phases and complete topological invari-
ants of a 1D chiral quantum walk. Our proposal may
be straightforwardly applied to general driven Floquet
system.
RESULTS
Zak phase detection in the bulk of a quantum
walk. In one dimension, discrete-time QWs with chi-
ral symmetry display a quantized Zak phase and have
been extensively studied in the past years. Among these
implementations, we focus on the photonic platform pro-
posed in Ref. [46]. Here, the walk takes place on a lat-
tice whose sites |x〉 are associated with photonics states
|m〉, corresponding to light beams that carry m~ units of
orbital angular momentum per photon along the propa-
gation axis and show a twisted wavefront [49]. The two
coin states are instead mapped onto the left and right
circular polarizations of the beam, carrying ±~ units of
spin angular momentum per photon along the propaga-
tion axis. Once the system is prepared in an initial state
|ψ0〉, its state after t timesteps is given by
|ψ(t)〉 = U t|ψ0〉, (1)
where the single-step operator U is obtained by cascading
suitable combinations of quarter-wave plates and q-plates
[46, 50, 51]. In Fig. 1a we show a pictorial representation
of our setup that realizes a seven step quantum walk with
U implemented specifically as U ≡ Q·W [46]. The action
of a quarter-wave plate oriented at 90◦ with respect to
the horizontal direction is described by the local operator
W , rotating the polarization states as
W =
1√
2
∑
m
c†m(σ0 − iσx)cm. (2)
Here c†m = (c
†
m,L, c
†
m,R) creates a particle on site m with
polarization L/R, and σi are Pauli matrices acting in
the coin (polarization) space. The translation operator
Q is implemented by a q-plate, a liquid crystal device
which yields an effective spin-orbit interaction in the light
beam. This couples neighbouring sites and polarization
states as
Q(δ) =
∑
m
cos
δ
2
c†mcm + i sin
δ
2
(
c†m+1σ−cm + h.c.
)
(3)
where σ± = (σx ± iσy)/2 are the operators that flip the
coin states |L〉 and |R〉, δ is the optical retardation of the
q-plate, and h.c. stands for Hermitian conjugate. Further
3details on the q-plates and on the complete experimental
setup are provided in the Methods and Supplementary
Fig. 1.
Very generally, QWs are generated by the repeated ap-
plication of a unitary operator U , and therefore the sys-
tem can be described in the framework of Floquet theory.
As a consequence of translational invariance in space, the
effective Hamiltonian associated to a full period is diag-
onal in momentum space and may be written as
H(k) = i lnU(k) = E(k)n(k) · σ, (4)
with E(k) the quasi-energy dispersion, σ = (σx, σy, σz),
and we have set the period T and ~ to unity. The point
on the Bloch sphere identified by the unit vector n(k)
represents the coin part of the system eigenstates, while
their spatial part is a plane wave with quasi-momentum
k [46]. The function ln(x) denotes the principal branch of
the natural (matrix) logarithm, so that the quasi-energy
is a periodic function, with −pi and +pi identified.
The class of quantum walks we are considering features
chiral symmetry, since there exists a unitary operator Γ
such that Γ2 = I, and ΓHΓ = −H. These conditions
imply that Γ is Hermitian and that Γ = vΓ ·σ, with vΓ a
vector labeling a point on the Bloch sphere. In this case,
the unit vector n is bound to rotate around the origin in
a plane orthogonal to vΓ, and the Zak phase equals
γ =
1
2
∫ pi
−pi
dk
(
n× ∂n
∂k
)
· vΓ. (5)
The winding number γ/pi assumes strictly integer values
and counts the number of times the unit vector n ro-
tates around the unit vector vΓ as k traverses the whole
Brillouin zone. In Fig. 1b we show the winding of the
vector n of the operator U , for two values of δ in dif-
ferent topological sectors. The Zak phase is therefore a
bulk property; although it has strong influences in prop-
erties of systems where it arises, its detection in current
experimental architectures remains challenging.
In the following, we show that information on such
topological invariant is hidden in the subleading terms of
the mean displacement 〈m〉, when the initial wavepacket
is localized on a single site. This extends a previous result
showing that, in the same conditions, the ballistic terms
of higher moments of the walker’s displacement feature
discontinuities at topological phase transitions [46]. Let
us consider the evolution of a wavepacket |ψ0〉 initially
localized at site m = 0, and whose polarization is char-
acterized by the expectation values of the three Pauli
matrices, s = 〈ψ0|σ|ψ0〉 = 〈σ〉ψ0 . The mean displace-
ment of the wavepacket after t timesteps is given by (see
Supplementary Note 1 for details)
〈m(t)〉 =
∫ pi
−pi
dk
2pi
〈U−t(i∂k)U t〉ψ0
= 〈Γ⊥〉ψ0 [L(t) + S(t)]−〈Γ〉ψ0SΓ(t).
(6)
The term in square brackets in equation (6) is propor-
tional to 〈Γ⊥〉ψ0 , the projection of the initial polarization
on a direction orthogonal to vΓ, and contains a ballistic
term L(t) (which grows linearly with t) and a subleading
part S(t).
The vector identifying the specific direction of Γ⊥ in
the plane orthogonal to vΓ, and the explicit functional
forms of L(t) and S(t), are non-universal features which
depend on the specific protocol (or timeframe), and have
no particular relevance for our discussion. The second
term in equation (6), which is weighted by 〈Γ〉ψ0 (the
projection of the initial polarization along vΓ) is the sub-
leading chiral term SΓ, that may be written as (see Sup-
plementary Note 1 for details)
SΓ(t) =
γ
2pi
−
∫ pi
−pi
dk
2pi
cos(2tE)
2
(
n× ∂n
∂k
)
· vΓ. (7)
In the limit t→∞, SΓ becomes proportional to the Zak
phase, as the oscillatory correction quickly averages to
zero (see Fig. 1c).
The above analysis shows that information on the
Zak phase is contained in the mean displacement of the
walker, and it may be extracted by fitting 〈m〉 at long
times, isolating in turn the second term of equation (6).
A related result for the case of a non-Hermitian quan-
tum walk initialized on a chiral eigenstate (i.e., an initial
condition such that 〈Γ⊥〉ψ0 = 0) was demonstrated theo-
retically in Ref. [52], and verified experimentally in Ref.
[29]. However, this measurement would not be robust.
Indeed, even if one prepared the initial polarization in an
eigenstate of the chiral operator Γ, so that 〈Γ⊥〉ψ0 = 0,
disorder during the propagation of the beam would intro-
duce polarization components orthogonal to vΓ. These
would give rise to ballistic contributions, which in the
long time limit would dramatically affect the result.
An alternative and more convenient approach consists
in measuring the mean chiral displacement
C(t) ≡ 〈Γm(t)〉 = SΓ(t), (8)
which quantifies the relative shift between the two pro-
jections of the state onto the eigenstates of the chiral
operator (see Supplementary Note 1 for a concise deriva-
tion of this equality). Importantly, the result contained
in equation (8) is (i) independent of the initial polariza-
tion and (ii) robust against disorder. We probe the chiral
displacement in our photonic platform by performing a
7-step quantum walk of the protocol U = Q ·W , as de-
picted in Fig. 1a. The chiral eigenstates correspond to
two specific orthogonal polarization states, which depend
explicitly on the protocol, and which we detect at the end
of the quantum walk (see Methods). In Fig. 1c, we report
the measured values of C for two different initial polariza-
tion states. Experimental points closely follow the theory
curve for 7 time steps (blue solid line), and no significant
differences can be observed between the two different ini-
tial states, proving that this measurement is insensitive
to the choice of the polarization of the photons. For com-
pleteness we also show results predicted for 33 steps, and
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FIG. 2. Zak phase in the complementary timeframe. (a) Different choices of the origin of the periodic cycle lead to
different protocols. (b) Sketch of the setup implementing protocol U˜ =
√
Q ·W ·√Q. The two q-plates at the beginning and end
of the optical path (shown in bright green) yield an optical retardation δ/2, where δ is the optical retardation characterizing
bulk q-plates (turquoise). (c) The unit vector n˜(k) associated to the operator U˜ , for optical retardations 3pi/2 < δ < 2pi, winds
twice around the chiral axis as k spans the whole Brillouin zone. (d) Mean chiral displacement C˜ after a 7-steps QW with
protocol U˜ . The datapoints are averages of ten experimental measurements, and errorbars are the associated standard errors.
Purple and orange colors refer, respectively, to input polarizations |L〉 and (|L〉+ i |R〉)/√2. The lines display SΓ˜(t), obtained
replacing n with n˜ in equation (7), for different values of the time t. At long times, SΓ˜ converges to the Zak phase γ˜.
the asymptotic long-time limit, which coincides with the
Zak phase (over 2pi). We note here that, although both
theory and data oscillate, as few as 7 steps are enough to
have a clear detection of the Zak phase.
Zak phase in a shifted timeframe. In static sys-
tems, bulk topological invariants such as the Zak phase
or the Chern number are uniquely defined by integrals
over the whole Brillouin zone, and are in one-to-one cor-
respondence with the presence of edge states, thus pro-
viding a full classification in terms of the periodic table of
topological insulators [30]. The situation is very different
in periodically-driven (Floquet) systems inD dimensions,
where the integral determining the topological invariants
needs to be performed over a D + 1 dimensional torus
constituted by the Brillouin zone and an extra periodic
dimension, the quasi-energy [42].
Moreover, a gauge freedom is introduced by the choice
of the timeframe, i.e., the origin of time of the periodic
cycle (see Fig. 2a). While the dispersion E(k) is equal in
all timeframes, the effective Hamiltonian, its eigenstates
and symmetries, and the resulting dynamics crucially de-
pend on the timeframe [40]. As an example, the operator
U˜ ≡ √Q ·W · √Q defines a timeframe which is inequiva-
lent to the one introduced by U . In particular, the unit
vector n˜(k) defined by ilnU˜(k) = E(k)n˜(k) ·σ may wind
twice around the chiral axis as k traverses the Brillouin
zone (see Fig. 2c), and its Zak phase γ˜ (dashed line in Fig.
2d) differs from the Zak phase γ of protocol U (dashed
line in Fig. 1c).
We realize experimentally protocol U˜ by the setup
shown schematically in Fig. 2b. Using the relation√
Q(δ) = Q(δ/2), it is straightforward to see that U˜ t =
√
QWQW...QW
√
Q. Hence, we realize the operator U˜ t
by placing q-plates yielding an optical retardation δ/2
(
√
Q) at the beginning and end of the optical path, while
in the bulk of the walk we adopt the same sequence re-
ported in Fig. 1a (with the last q-plate removed). Over-
all, our quantum walk implements 7 steps of protocol U˜
by means of a total of eight q-plates, six with retardation
δ, two tuned at δ/2 (first and last plates), separated by
quarter-wave plates. In Fig. 2d, we report the measure
of the mean chiral displacement C˜ generated by the sin-
gle step operator U˜ . As in the case of protocol U , this
quantity accurately follows the theory prediction, provid-
ing an unambiguous detection of the Zak phase γ˜ of the
infinite system after just 7 steps.
Complete topological characterization. It is clear
from the previous discussion that the Zak phase associ-
ated with a single timeframe does not contain all the
topological information of our QW. Indeed in Floquet
1D chiral systems there exist two independent classes of
protected edge states at either 0- and pi-energies. An ex-
ample of these edge states is shown in Fig. 3a, where we
plot the quasi-energies of all eigenstates of an open-ended
lattice. As remarked above, the spectrum is independent
of the timeframe. The spectrum contains edge states
even for 3pi/2 < δ < 5pi/2 where the Zak phase γ of pro-
tocol U is zero, explicitly confirming that the Zak phase
of a single QW protocol does not contain the complete
information about the topological state of the system.
The bulk-edge correspondence in these driven systems
requires two invariants C0 and Cpi, yielding respectively
the number of 0- and pi-energy edge states. As shown
in Refs. [38, 41], these are simple functions of two Zak
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FIG. 3. Topological invariants and bulk-edge cor-
respondence. (a) Edge states on an open-ended lattice
[−L : L], with L = 10; the color coding indicates the de-
gree of localization χ = log10(1 − 〈|m|〉/L), with darker col-
ors indicating states more localized towards the edges. (b)
Topological invariants C0 and Cpi, obtained as in equation
(9) by combining the measurements of the mean chiral dis-
placements C and C˜ of protocols U and U˜ , and averaging the
results obtained from the two initial states (error bars are
the propagated standard errors). The dashed lines show the
long-time limit of the topological indices C0 and Cpi, yielding
respectively the number of edge states at 0- and pi-energy.
phases, measured in two inequivalent timeframes possess-
ing an “inversion point”, i.e., which may be written re-
spectively as U1 = ΓF †ΓF and U2 = FΓF †Γ, with F a
suitable evolution operator. In the case of our setup, the
two special protocols fulfilling this criterion are U˜ and
U˜ ′ ≡ √W ·Q ·√W . However it is simple to show that U˜ ′
is topologically equivalent to U , as no gap closing hap-
pens during the rotation
√
W ; therefore the Zak phase of
U˜ ′ coincides with γ. As such, the complete topological
classification of 1D chiral systems may be obtained by
means of the two quantities
C0 =
C˜ + C
2pi
and Cpi =
C˜ − C
2pi
, (9)
which converge in the long time limit, respectively, to the
number of 0- and pi-energy edge states. By combining our
measurements of the mean chiral displacements measured
in the inequivalent timeframes we are now able to com-
pute the invariants C0 and Cpi and detect the complete
phase diagram of this system: the result is shown in Fig.
3b. Once again, our measurements show a remarkably
fast convergence towards the asymptotic limit.
Robustness to dynamical disorder. Finally, we
test the stability of the quantization of the mean chiral
displacement against disorder. In particular, we choose
protocol U , and introduce dynamical disorder by offset-
ting the optical retardation δj (1 ≤ j ≤ 7) of each q-plate
by a small random amount |j | < ∆ around their com-
mon mean value δ¯. In our experiment, we set ∆ = pi/10
and pi/5. We note that this disorder is dynamic, in the
sense that it affects independently the various q-plates
crossed by the beam, but crucially it respects chiral sym-
metry. This can be simply understood by noting that the
vector vΓ, defining the chiral operator, does not depend
on δ.
As shown in Fig. 4, in single realizations the mean
chiral displacement presents oscillations featuring higher
amplitude for increasing disorder, but an ensemble aver-
age over independent realizations smoothly converges to
the expected theoretical result, which in the infinite time
limit gives the bulk value of the Zak phase. Here we per-
formed measurements on protocol U , but similar robust-
ness of the chiral displacement shall hold for every 1D
QW chiral protocol, and more generally every 1D chiral
system, as long of course as the disorder does not break
chiral symmetry and its strength is small compared to
the gap size to prevent inter-band transitions. As an ex-
ample, in the Supplementary Note 2 and Supplementary
Figs. 2-5 we show that the mean chiral displacement is
an equally robust topological marker for a completely dif-
ferent and static (i.e., not driven) system, the celebrated
SSH model.
DISCUSSION
Summarizing, here we proposed an efficient method to
measure the Zak phase of a chiral system by direct obser-
vation of its free bulk dynamics. In particular, we showed
that information on the topological phase of the bulk is
encoded in the mean chiral displacement, an oscillatory
quantity that rapidly converges to the Zak phase, and is
robust against (chiral-preserving) disorder in both space
and time.
We experimentally verified our findings by performing
the first measurement of the Zak phase of a chiral quan-
tum walk. The physical platform we chose is a photonic
setup based on the orbital angular momentum of a light
beam, where the mean chiral displacement corresponds
to the relative shift of the two chiral polarization compo-
nents. A precise readout of the Zak phase was obtained
after only 7 quantum walk steps. We further used the
same method to measure the Zak phase in a complemen-
tary timeframe, which we realized by swapping few opti-
cal components. By combining the two measurements we
extracted the two invariants providing the complete bulk-
edge correspondence for this driven system, i.e., the one
associated to the 0-energy edge state, and the one con-
nected to the anomalous pi-edge state. Finally, we proved
that the mean chiral displacement is a robust measure
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FIG. 4. Robustness to dynamical disorder. Measurement of the mean chiral displacement C of protocol U for a localized
input state in presence of dynamical disorder. For the orange (blue) lines, we choose a mean value of the q-plate optical
retardation δ¯ = 7pi/4 (δ¯ = pi), expected to yield a Zak phases of γ/2pi = 0 (γ/2pi = 1/2), and we add at each time step a
small random retardation || < ∆, with ∆ = pi/10 (left) and pi/5 (right). Thin solid lines display the measurements of single
realizations, and their average is shown as filled circles (error bars are the standard error of the mean). In all plots, empty
diamonds represent theoretical simulation calculated for the ideal case ∆ = 0, and dotted lines the expected result for t→∞.
of the Zak phase by introducing dynamical but chiral-
preserving disorder.
Although here we investigated experimentally a spe-
cific quantum walk, our results are not restricted to QWs,
nor to Floquet systems. Indeed, the mean chiral dis-
placement provides a robust topological characterization
of arbitrary spin-1/2 1D chiral systems, either static or
periodically-driven. These may nowadays be realized in
a variety of platforms, ranging from ultracold atoms in
optical lattices to photonic waveguides, and from semi-
conductor quantum wells to optomechanical systems.
While formerly known methods for detection of topo-
logical properties require a uniform filling of the band of
interest, external forces, loss mechanisms, or fine-tuning
so that only edge states are populated, the method pro-
posed here quite remarkably achieves this goal by ob-
serving the free evolution of a single particle, initially
localized on a single site in the bulk. This aspect may
be specially beneficial for systems where filling a band is
intrinsically challenging, such as bosonic condensates or
phononic and photonic ensembles.
Future interesting directions opened by this work in-
clude the extension of our results to chiral systems with
more than two internal states, a further understanding of
the role played by temporal disorder, and the topological
characterization of systems in higher spatial dimensions.
METHODS
Experimental setup. Our apparatus is shown schematically
in Figs. 1a and 2b, and a more detailed description is given in
Supplementary Fig. 1. We produce a TEM00 mode by coupling the
output of a Ti:Sa laser (λ = 800 nm) to a single mode fiber (SMF),
thus preparing the beam in an orbital angular momentum (OAM)
state with m = 0. At the exit of the fiber, a specific polarization
is selected by means of a sequence of a quarter-wave plate and a
half-wave plate. Therefore the initial state of the QW is |ψ0〉 =
|m = 0〉 ⊗ |s〉, where m is the position in the walker (OAM) space
s its coin state (polarization). In the standard protocol U = Q ·W
the single step consists of a quarter-wave plate oriented at 90◦ with
respect to the horizontal direction (operator W ), followed by a q-
plate (operator Q), as shown in Fig. 1a. To implement the second
protocol, we exploited the fact that equation (3) may be written
as Q = exp(−iδnQ · σ), i.e., it corresponds to a rotation around
a suitable unit vector nQ; as such, a q-plate with retardation δ/2
implements the desired operator
√
Q. To implement the single
step operator U˜ =
√
Q ·W ·√Q we then added a δ/2 q-plate at the
beginning of the sequence, and we halved the retardation of the
last q-plate, as shown in Fig.2b.
q-plates. Each q-plate consists of a thin layer of birefringent
liquid crystals, whose optic axes are arranged in a singular pattern
characterized by a topological charge q (in our case q = 1/2). The
patterned birefringence gives rise to an optical spin-orbit coupling
that induces the polarization-dependent shift of OAM. Along with
the specific pattern, the action of each device is determined by
its optical retardation δ, as reported in equation (3). The optical
retardation can be continuously tuned applying an electric field,
allowing in turn for an accurate control of the spin-orbit interaction
[53].
Detection of the chiral displacement. At the end of the
walk we can select any polarization component of the final state
by a combination of a quarter-wave and a half-wave plate, followed
by a linear polarizer, and we measure its OAM content by diffrac-
tion on a spatial light modulator coupled to a SMF and a power
meter, which records the light intensity. Since we are interested
in analyzing the OAM spectrum of chiral components of the final
wavepacket, waveplates orientations are selected so as to implement
polarization projections onto chiral states |↑〉 and |↓〉. The chiral
operators for protocols U and U˜ are, respectively, (σy + σz)/
√
2
and σz , so it is straightforward to see that |↑〉U = cos (pi/8)|L〉 +
i sin (pi/8)|R〉 and |↓〉U = sin (pi/8)|L〉 − i cos (pi/8)|R〉 for protocol
U , while |↑〉U˜ = |L〉 and |↓〉U˜ = |R〉 in protocol U˜ . The combina-
tion of polarization and OAM projections allows for determining
7the probabilities Pi,m, with i = {↑, ↓}, that the system is in the
chiral state |i〉 and in the OAM state |m〉. Given the probabil-
ity distributions Pi,m, the chiral displacement is simply given by∑
mm
(
P↑,m − P↓,m
)
.
Data availability. The complete set of raw data supporting
the findings of this study is available from the corresponding author
upon request.
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1EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
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Supplementary Figure 1. Scheme of the experimental setup. (a) The output of a Ti:Sa pulsed laser source (pulse duration
= 100 fs, central wavelength = 800 nm, repetition rate = 82 MHz) is coupled into a single mode fiber (SMF) so as to clean the
laser spatial mode; this provides a single OAM state with m = 0 at the input of the QW. (b) At the exit of the fiber, the beam
passes through an interferential filter (IF), whose transmittance is peaked at 800 nm with bandwidth of 3 nm, which allows
to have a stable control of the light’s wavelength and a narrower frequency distribution. Then the desired input polarization
state is prepared by means of a half-wave plate (HWP) and a quarter-wave plate (QWP). (c) The light beam passes through
a sequence of QWPs and q-plates, as shown in detail in the inset, which are positioned in order to realize either protocol U
or U˜ . (d) At the end of the QW, a polarization component is selected by means of a QWP and a HWP, followed by a linear
polarizer (LP). (e) The OAM spectrum is measured by diffraction on a spatial light modulator (SLM), that displays standard
pitchfork holograms for the projection over OAM states. At the first diffraction order, the light is coupled into a SMF that is
directly connected to a power meter recording the field intensity. (f) Legend of optical components displayed in panels (a-e).
2SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE 1: MEAN DISPLACEMENTS
We provide here the detailed derivation of the two key formulas introduced in the text, which yield the mean
displacement of the whole wavepacket, and its mean chiral displacement. To start, consider the evolution of a
wavepacket |ψ0〉 initially localized at site m = 0, and let its polarization be characterized by the expectation values of
the three Pauli operators s = 〈σ〉ψ0 ≡ 〈ψ0|σ|ψ0〉. The evolution operator generating t timesteps of protocol U is U t =
(Q.W )t = e−iEtn·σ = cos(Et)σ0 − i sin(Et)n ·σ. Using of the standard identity (a · σ)(b ·σ) = (a · b)σ0 + i(a× b)σ
(valid for arbitrary vectors a and b), it is straightforward to show that the mean displacement of the wavepacket
reads:
〈m(t)〉 = 〈ψ(t)|m|ψ(t)〉 =
∫ pi
−pi
dk
2pi
〈
U−t(i∂k)U t
〉
ψ0
=
∫ pi
−pi
dk
2pi
〈[cos(Et)σ0 + i sin(Et)n · σ] (i∂k) [cos(Et)σ0 − i sin(Et)n · σ]〉ψ0
=
∫ pi
−pi
dk
2pi
[(
t
∂E
∂k
− ∂
∂k
sin(2Et)
2
)
n− sin(Et)2
(
n× ∂n
∂k
)]
· s .
(1)
When a protocol possesses chiral symmetry (and both ours do), the unit vector n of the corresponding effective
Hamiltonian is bound to rotate in the plane orthogonal to the vector vΓ = tr(Γσ)/2 associated to its chiral operator
Γ. In turn, this means that (n× ∂kn) is parallel to vΓ. We arrive then to the expression quoted in the text,
〈m(t)〉 = 〈Γ⊥〉ψ0 [L(t) + S(t)]−〈Γ〉ψ0SΓ(t). (2)
Specifically, the chiral operator for protocol U is
σy+σz√
2
, so that 〈Γ〉ψ0 = sy+sz√2 , and one finds 〈Γ⊥〉ψ0 =
sy−sz√
2
.
We omit here for simplicity the explicit expressions of the functions {E, n, L, S} in terms of the optical retardation
δ and the quasi-momentum k, as these are protocol-dependent, rather bulky, and not particularly illuminating.
However, it is obvious that E and n are independent of time, so the term L(t) in Supplementary Eq. (2) is ballistic
(i.e., grows linearly with t), while S(t) is oscillatory. The last function in Supplementary Eq. (2) is the one we refer
to as chiral term,
SΓ(t) =
∫ pi
−pi
dk
2pi
sin(Et)2
(
n× ∂n
∂k
)
· vΓ = γ
2pi
−
∫ pi
−pi
dk
2pi
cos(2Et)
2
(
n× ∂n
∂k
)
· vΓ, (3)
which is clearly proportional to the Zak phase γ = 12
∫ pi
−pi dk(n × ∂kn) · vΓ, plus an oscillatory contribution whose
amplitude and period generally decay rapidly as t → ∞. A singular point is however δ = 2pi, where E = 3pi/4,
independent of k, so that cos(2Et) equals 0 for odd t, and (−1)t/2 for even t. This means that SΓ(t) at δ = 2pi equals
exactly γ/2pi for odd values of t, while it equals 0 (γ/pi) for even (odd) values of t/2. For this reason, in Figs. 1-3 of
the main text we have considered quantum walks with an odd number of steps.
The derivation of the mean displacement for protocol U˜ =
√
Q ·W · √Q yields formulas which are identical to
Supplementary Eqs. (1)-(3), provided one replaces n with n˜ and remembers that the chiral operator is σz, so that
〈Γ˜〉ψ0 = sz, and 〈Γ˜⊥〉ψ0 = sy.
The mean chiral displacement C, Eq. (8) of the main text, may be computed along the same lines. We show here
the calculation for the simplest case of the chiral displacement C˜ associated to the protocol U˜ , whose unit vector n˜
has a vanishing z-component since Γ˜ = σz. One finds:
C˜(t) = 〈Γ˜m(t)〉 =
∫ pi
−pi
dk
2pi
〈
U˜−tσz(i∂k)U˜ t
〉
ψ0
=
∫ pi
−pi
dk
2pi
〈
sin(Et)2
[
(n˜× ∂kn˜)z σ0 −
i
2
∂k|n˜|2σz
]
+ i∂k
[
cos(Et) sin(Et)(n˜xσy − n˜yσx)− sin(Et)2σz
]〉
ψ0
=
∫ pi
−pi
dk
2pi
sin(Et)2
(
n˜× ∂n˜
∂k
)
z
= SΓ˜(t).
(4)
In the second line of Supplementary Eq. (4), all terms preceded by an imaginary unit i integrate to zero: the first
because n˜ is a vector of unit norm for all k, and the second because it is the integral of a total derivative over a closed
path. The final result is purely real, in agreement with the fact that the chiral displacement is the expectation value
of an Hermitian operator. The derivation of the chiral displacement C for protocol U = Q ·W is completely analogue,
provided the reference frame of the Pauli matrices is suitably rotated.
3SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE 2: SSH MODEL
Supplementary Figure 2. SSH model. The SSH model describes a one-dimensional lattice with each unit cell containing two
sites, A (blue) and B (red). The Hamiltonian has an intra-cell hopping of amplitude j and an inter-cell hopping of amplitude
j′.
The Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) model, originally introduced to study polyacetylene chains, is probably the simplest
and most studied chiral-symmetric topological system. It describes a one-dimensional dimerized lattice, where each
unit cell contains two sites labeledA andB. Further on, we will call them alternatively lattice sub-sites or polarizations.
The amplitudes j and j′ quantify, respectively, the hopping between adjacent sub-sites belonging to the same cell,
and to neighboring ones. The Hamiltonian describing the dynamics along a dimerized lattice with N cells reads:
H = j
N∑
n=1
c†nσxcn + j
′
N−1∑
n=1
(
c†n+1σ+cn + c
†
nσ−cn+1
)
(5)
Here c†n = (c
†
n,A, c
†
n,B)
T creates a particle on site A and B of cell n, and σi are Pauli matrices acting in the sub-lattice
space. The Bloch Hamiltonian is a 2× 2 matrix:
H(k) = [j + j′ cos (ka)] σˆx + j′ sin (ka) σˆy = E(k)n(k) · σ, (6)
where the dispersion reads E(k) = ±√j2 + j′2 + 2jj′ cos(k), the real unit vector n(k) determines the position of the
eigenstates on the Bloch sphere, and a is the lattice constant. Since the Hamiltonian doesn’t contain direct couplings
between A − A or B − B sites, the vector n(k) lies in the xy plane, so that the chiral symmetry operator Γ is σz.
Hamiltonians with j > j′ and j < j′ and are topologically inequivalent, being the winding number (i.e., the Zak phase
γ divided by pi) equal to zero and one, respectively.
Equations (6) and (8) of the main text, giving respectively the mean displacement and the mean chiral displacement
of an initially localized walker performing a chiral quantum walk, describe equally well the dynamics of a particle on
the SSH chain, initially localized on a single unit cell. A and B sites of the SSH lattice may be identified with the |L〉
and |R〉 polarization states of the quantum walker.
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Supplementary Figure 3. Disordered SSH model. Evolution of a walker on an SSH lattice with dynamical disorder in the
tunnelings. At t = 0, the walker is initialized on the central unit cell of the chain, with a random polarization (different for each
realization), and we have taken j = j′/2, so that the model has a Zak phase γ = pi. Dashed (solid) lines depict the mean (mean
chiral) displacement. (a) Single realization in absence of disorder. (b) Single realization with disorder amplitude ∆ = 1/5. (c)
Upon ensemble-averaging over 100 realizations (with ∆ = 1/5), the mean chiral displacement smoothly converges to γ/(2pi).
Exactly as for the QW analyzed in the main text, the mean chiral displacement is a robust marker of the topological
phase of the SSH lattice. To illustrate this, we simulate the evolution of a localized electron in a lattice with j′/j > 1,
so that the Zak phase γ is pi. As we show in panel (a) of Supplementary Fig. 3, in absence of disorder the mean value
4of the chiral displacement oscillates around γ/(2pi) = 1/2, and converges to this value in the long time limit. To test
the robustness of the measurement, we add disorder to the system, in the form of a random dynamical disturbance
to each tunneling; specifically, at each timestep t the A−B tunneling in cell n, jn,t, is replaced by jn,t + n,t, with a
randomly chosen |n,t| < ∆ (and similarly for the tunneling j′n,t connecting cells n and n+ 1); note that this form of
the disorder explicitly preserves the chiral nature of the model. In presence of disorder, like in the QW case discussed
in Fig. 4 of the main text, single realizations present oscillations of increasing amplitude with increasing disorder, but
an ensemble average over independent realizations smoothly converges to the expected theoretical result; see panels
(b) and (c) of Supplementary Fig. 3.
a b c
Supplementary Figure 4. Long-time behavior with static disorder. Mean chiral displacement C of the SSH model with
j′ = 2j and static disorder over all tunnelings, of amplitude (a) ∆ = 0.1,(b) ∆ = 1 and (c) ∆ = 3. The yellow (blue) line
indicates the ensemble average of C over 50 (1000) realizations, and the width of the line corresponds to the standard error of
the mean. The black diamonds show the result in absence of disorder, where the spectrum has a gap of amplitude ∆gap = 2.
The images show how, in the long time limit, the ensemble average of the mean chiral displacement remains locked to a value
consistent with the Zak phase, as long as ∆ . ∆gap.
Behavior at very long times. We focus here on the effect of disorder after very long times. In Supplementary
Figure 4 we consider the mean chiral displacement C of the disordered SSH model with j′ = 2j. The yellow (blue)
line displays the ensemble average over 50 (1000) realisations of static disorder with amplitude ∆, while the black
diamonds depict the mean chiral displacement in absence of disorder. In the clean case, the system presents an energy
gap ∆gap = 2, and each energy band has a bandwidth of ∆bw = 2. Supplementary Figure 4a shows the effect for
∆ = 0.1: the ensemble average converges to the mean chiral displacement, even in the long time limit.
a b c
Supplementary Figure 5. Effect of the disorder on the error in time. The mean chiral displacement is plotted for each
disorder realization (blue area) and is compared to the ensemble average (dots) for (a) ∆ = 0.1,(b) ∆ = 1 and (c) ∆ = 3. For
small disorder, the error on the ensemble average grows in time. For important disorder, the error on the ensemble average is
independent of the time.
Supplementary Figure 4b shows the case of ∆ = 1, a disorder smaller than the energy gap but comparable to
the bandwidth. Strikingly, in this case the ensemble averaged mean chiral displacement converges to the Zak phase
faster than in absence of disorder (as may be noticed by comparing the blue line with the black diamonds). This
5demonstrates that a moderate disorder (∆ . ∆gap) can wash out the coherent oscillations, but it does not destroy
topological effects, and actually may even be beneficial, as it provides faster convergence: moderate disorder favors
the measure of the topology. Supplementary Figure 4c shows instead the result for a disorder sensibly larger than the
energy gap, ∆ = 3. In this case, as expected, topological protection is completely lost, and the ensemble averaged
mean chiral displacement fails to converge to the Zak phase.
We continue the study of static disorder by commenting on the growth in time of the error on the ensemble average.
In Supplementary Figure 5, the blue area denotes the superposition of all 1000 values of C which were computed to
produce Supplementary Figure 4, and the bright blue dots denote their ensemble average. For disorder amplitudes
smaller than the bandwidth, we observe that C undergoes oscillations of steadily growing amplitude in time. Therefore,
the longer the time of observation, the more realizations will be needed to minimize the error. When the amplitude
of the disorder becomes comparable to the bandwidth, however, C shows large oscillations even at very short times,
but their amplitude does not grow further in time. Therefore, in the long time limit it is not necessary to increase
the number of realisations to measure the Zak phase in presence of moderate disorder.
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